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Abstract
This paper aims to analyse two demand modelling approaches, i.e. top-down deterministic (TDA) and bottom-up stochastic (BUA), with particular reference to their impact on the hydraulic modelling of water distribution networks (WDNs). In the applications, the hydraulic modelling is carried out through the extended period simulation (EPS) and unsteady flow modelling (UFM). Taking as benchmark the modelling conditions that are closest to the WDN’s real operation (UFM+BUA), the analysis showed that the traditional use of EPS+TDA produces large pressure head and water discharge errors, which can be attenuated only when large temporal steps (up to 1 hour in the case-study) are used inside EPS. The use of EPS+BUA always yields better results. Indeed, EPS+BUA already gives a good approximation of the WDN’s real operation when intermediate temporal steps (larger than 2 min in the case-study) are used for the simulation. The trade-off between consistency of results and computational burden makes EPS+BUA the most suitable tool for real-time WDN simulation, while benefitting from data acquired through smart meters for the parameterization of demand generation models.
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Introduction
Models, which replicate the nonlinear behaviour of a water distribution network (WDN), are used extensively for planning and operational purposes by water utility staff. Traditionally, these models are calibrated with data collected manually from the field and from customer consumption information and, as such, reflect historical network operational conditions. These models are then applied as part of off-line, desktop investigation with specific objectives, such as contingency planning, network optimisation and strategy planning (Machell et al., 2010; Okeya et al., 2014). Demands are one of the critical inputs driving WDN models, but have historically been assessed based on sparse customer consumption meter readings (e.g., monthly, quarterly or even once a year) and on bulk water meter data, which is collected more frequently (e.g., in terms of several minutes) but at fewer locations in the network. Due to the increasing adoption of smart sensors and smart water metering (e.g., USA and UK), together with the growing interest in real-time control and modelling of water distribution systems, the traditional approach of assessing demand for WDN modeling may result inappropriate for using these models more proactively, i.e., emergency and other situations not encountered during the calibration period. At this stage, the question arises about which demand and hydraulic modelling needs to be used to perform real-time WDN modelling in the best possible way.
In the scientific literature, two different approaches (Walski et al., 2003) exist for the assessment of nodal demands in the context of WDN modelling, namely the top-down deterministic approach (TDA) and the bottom-up stochastic approach (BUA). TDA, which is by far the most commonly adopted, involves multiplying average nodal demands by a time varying coefficient (Walski et al., 2003). Both the average nodal demands and the time varying coefficients are assessed deterministically, based on billed consumption at households and bulk water discharge measurements in the network, respectively.
BUA, instead, aims to reconstruct nodal demands starting from individual users’ consumption, which is represented as a stochastic variable (Walski et al., 2003). To this end, demands can be assessed by temporal aggregation of water demand pulses produced by pulse generation models (e.g., Buchberger and Wu, 1995; Buchberger et al., 2003; Blokker et al., 2010; Creaco et al., 2015). Indeed, the scientific evidence that nodal demands take the shape of pulses at the temporal scale of 1 s (Buchberger et al., 2003) makes BUA the more consistent approach to represent WDN operation.
In the scientific literature, WDN hydraulic analysis is generally carried out using extended period simulation (EPS), which models network operation as a succession of steady states (Bhave, 1988; Todini, 2003; Giustolisi et al., 2012). EPS was used in many contexts, to investigate both water quantity (Jowitt and Xu, 1990; Giustolisi et al., 2008; Marchi et al., 2008; Creaco and Pezzinga, 2015 to name a few) and quality (Tryby et al., 2002; Propato and Uber, 2004; Marchi et al., 2008; Preis and Ostfeld, 2008; to name a few) aspects. However, it is expected that the start/stop of pulses generates hydraulic transients in WDN pipes, though of smaller size than those produced by valve manoeuvres or pump start/stop. Therefore, the unsteady flow modelling (UFM) (Wylie and Streeter, 1993) may be more appropriate for simulating WDN operation at short time steps. However, so far, UFM has been adopted mainly to analyse the effects of devices, such as pumps and valves (e.g., Brunone and Morelli, 1999; Pezzinga, 1999; Bergant et al., 2001; Prescott and Ulanichi, 2008) in WDNs, and only a few studies (e.g., Prescott and Ulanicki, 2008) exist on the use of UFM in the presence of pulsed demands. Furthermore, it is not well understood how EPS with nodal demands assessed via TDA or BUA may perform at simulating WDN operation at various temporal scales, in comparison with the modelling conditions most consistent with the WDN’s real operation (UFM+BUA). In order to provide an insight into this issue, this paper analyses the impacts of demand assessment on hydraulic modelling on a real case study using the skeletonized model of the WDN serving a small Italian town.
In the following sections, the methodology adopted is first described, followed by the applications, consisting of the presentation of the case study, the simulation framework and results.

Methodology
Both TDA and BUA are considered hereinafter. In TDA, the nodal demand trends are obtained by multiplying the average nodal demands by a time varying coefficient. In particular, the average nodal demands in a benchmark period, e.g., one month, are usually obtained starting from the billed household water consumption. The time varying coefficients are derived from the water discharge trends observed by the water utility in the pipe(s) outgoing from the source nodes. Usually, the time varying coefficients are calculated for a typical day or week of network operation. BUA is obtained by generating demand pulses stochastically, as is described in the sub-section entitled “Nodal demand assessment through generation of demand pulses”.
In addition to the two demand modelling approaches, two different WDN hydraulic models are used in the applications: (i) Extended Period Simulation (EPS), which is described in the subsection “Extended Period Simulation for WDN modelling” and (ii) Unsteady flow modelling (UFM), which is described in the subsection entitled “Unsteady flow modelling of WDNs”.

Nodal demand assessment through generation of demand pulses
In order to generate demand at a generic node, a model similar to that proposed by Creaco et al. (2015) is considered. In this model, the frequency of residential water use follows a nonstationary Poisson arrival process. Though originally proposed for household demand generation, it can be easily extended to nodal demand generation in light of the scalability attribute of the Poisson arrival process (Buchberger et al., 2003). In detail, the model enables generation of nodal demand pulses with arrival times  [s], durations T [s] and intensities I [m3/s] represented as random variables following pre-fixed probability distributions. After the pulses produced at a generic node have been generated, they can be aggregated at a certain time scale (e.g., one second, one hour and so forth). In particular, the nodal demand at any time t [s] is obtained as the sum of the intensities I of all the simultaneously active pulses.

Mathematical structure
Inside the model, when the time axis is traversed with a =1 s time step, the probability P of having exactly k pulses generated at the generic time t [s] and at a generic network node is given by:
,	(1)
where, parameter  [s-1] represents the pulse arrival frequency. After the number k of produced pulses has been sampled from eq. (1), all these pulses are assigned arrival time =t.
After generating pulse arrivals, T and I of the generic pulse have to be generated using a bivariate probability distribution model (Creaco et al., 2015), in order to take account of the duration/intensity correlation. Compared to the model of Creaco et al. (2015), in which the bivariate lognormal distribution was implemented, the bivariate beta distribution is used in this case because it enables lower bounds (Tmin and Imin) and upper bounds (Tmax and Imax) to be prescribed on T and I, as is the case with real observations. The bivariate beta distribution requires definition of nine parameters, that is the four parameters related to T (T, T, Tmin and Tmax), the four parameters related to I (I, I, Imin and Imax) and correlation  between T and I.
The model can be used for generating the series of demand pulses produced at a generic WDN node for a long time horizon (e.g., one month). During the generation, the 9 parameters related to the generation of T and I are normally assumed constant. The pulse arrival frequency , instead, is assigned a pattern that reflects the expected pulse arrival variations in the day. After the pulses produced at each WDN node during the long time horizon have been generated, one series of daily consumption volumes is constructed for each node. Since each nodal pulse generation is performed independently from the others, the series of nodal consumption volumes on a daily step are expected to have mutual rank correlation equal to 0 at the end of this process. By using methods such as that proposed by Iman and Canover (1982), the nodal consumption volumes have to be resorted in order to preserve the observed lag-0 rank correlation on a daily step.

Parameterization
The parameterization of the pulse generation model described in the previous section should be carried out by searching for the model parameter values that lead to preservation of the statistical properties of the observed consumption at various time aggregation scales (Alvisi et al., 2003; Creaco et al., 2016) for each node. However, when no data are available for parameterization at a certain site, the following expeditious methodology, made up of two steps, can be used.
The first step enables deriving the 9 parameters (T, T, Tmin, Tmax, I, I, Imin, Imax and ) related to T and I through the method of the moments (Hall, 2004), starting from T and I data drawn from metered sites with similar features to the site being modelled. In particular, these parameters can be assessed as a function of , , , , Tmin, Imin, Tmax, Imax and , which represent the mean values of T, I, the standard deviations of T and I, the minimum values of T and I (normally set to 0), the maximum values of T and I and the pulse duration/intensity correlation of the real pulses in the reference time series, respectively.
The second step allows parameter  to be estimated in each node in such a way as to obtain the prefixed average nodal demand  in the day [m3/s]. This is done by applying the following equation, which expresses  as the ratio of  to the average volume of the single pulse:
.	(2)
The pattern assigned to  can be set equal to the pattern of the multiplying demand coefficient associated with the network area the generic node lies in.

WDN hydraulic modelling
Extended Period Simulation for WDN modelling
EPS (used by Bhave, 1988; Todini, 2003; Giustolisi et al., 2012, to name a few) models WDN hydraulic behaviour as a succession of steady states (time steps). In order to carry out an EPS, vector H0 (n0x1) [m] of nodal heads at the n0 source nodes and vector d (n1x1) [m3/s] of demands at the n1 unknown head nodes have to be known at each state. Under this condition, vector Hn (n1x1) [m] of heads at the n1 unknown head nodes and vector Qp (npx1) [m3/s] of water discharges in the np network pipes can be obtained by solving the following matrix equations at each state (Todini and Pilati, 1988):
		(3)
where matrices A12 (npn1) and A10 (npn0) are obtained from topological incidence matrix A (np( n1+ n0)). The generic row of the latter matrix helps distinguishing the upstream and downstream nodes of the generic network link (corresponding matrix values equal to -1 and 1, respectively) from the network nodes not belonging to the link (corresponding matrix value equal to 0). In particular, A12 (npn1) is derived by extracting the columns associated with the n1 unknown head nodes. A10 (npn0) is derived by extracting the columns associated with the n0 source nodes. Matrices A21 is the transpose matrices of A12.
A11 (npnp) is a diagonal matrix, whose elements identify the resistances J0/Qp of the np network pipes, where J0 [-] is the steady flow resistance. If the latter is expressed through the Darcy-Weisbach formula with the friction factor evaluated under full turbulent flow conditions, the generic element of matrix A11 takes on the following form:
,	(4)
where, Di [m] and i [m] are the diameter and equivalent roughness of the i-th pipe, respectively. The ration /D then represents the pipe relative roughness. 
Vector q (n11) [m3/s] in eq. (3) is the vector of the outflows at the n1 unknown head nodes, calculated as: 
,	(5)
where quser (n11) and qleak (n11) represent the outflow delivered to the users and the leakage allocated to the nodes, respectively. The relationship between quser, d and h takes on the following form:
,	(6)
where matrix Cuser is a diagonal matrix, whose generic element Cuser(i,i) [-] expresses the outflow/demand ratio quser/d for the users at the i-th node. If users’ demands are fully met, Cuser(i,i)=1. Otherwise, formulas such as that proposed by Wagner et al. (1988) are used to calculate the delivered demand as a function of nodal pressure.
In eq. (5), vector qleak of leakage allocated to the unknown head nodes can be expressed in the following compact vector form, derived from the Tucciarelli et al. (1999) formula:
,	(7)
where C (np1) is a vector whose i-th element is equal to , and h (n11) is the vector of pressure heads in the unknown head nodes. Li [m] is the length of the i-th pipe. leak [m2-/s] and  [-] are the leakage coefficient and exponent, respectively. While  depends on pipe material and leak opening shape (Cassa et al., 2010), leak depends on the number of leak openings along the pipe and then grows with pipe age. Typically, leak is calibrated in the network in order to obtain a prefixed leakage volume in a certain time interval of network simulation. Incidentally, h [m] can be obtained from Hn by subtracting z (n11), vector of ground elevations [m a.s.l.] for the unknown head nodes. In eq. (7), the division by 2 and exponent  apply to each element of the matrices. In the applications, the solution of Eqs. (3) was carried out in this paper via the Global Gradient Method of Todini and Pilati (1988).

Unsteady flow modelling of WDNs
In the UFM applications of this work, the fast-transient modelling was preferred to the slow-transient modelling (e.g., Shimada, 1989; Piller and Propato, 2006; Nault and Karney, 2016). Though fast-transient modelling is less computationally efficient than EPS or slow-transient modelling (often slower by several orders of magnitude), this choice was made to obtain an appropriate benchmark of the most accurate representation of the WDN dynamics in the presence of pulsed demand at small temporal steps.
In the generic pipe of a WDN, the 1D unsteady flow equations (Wylie and Streeter, 1993), which enable head H [m] and water discharge Q [m3/s] to be assessed along the pipes as a function of time, take on the following form:
,	(8)
where x and t are the space and time dimensions, respectively. A [m2] and g=9.81 m/s2 are the pipe cross section area and the gravity acceleration, respectively.
In Eqs. (8), c [m/s] is the wave celerity, which can be calculated as (Korteweg, 1878):
,	(9)
where  and  are the water bulk modulus and density, respectively, usually set to 2.2·109 Pa (at 4 °C) and 1000 kg/m3. E [Pa] and s [m] are the pipe modulus of elasticity and thickness, respectively. In Eqs. (8), q [m2/s] represents the outflow per unit of pipe length, eventually present in the pipe. J [-] is the friction slope, which can be evaluated as follows in order to correctly represent the unsteady flow resistances (Pezzinga, 2000):
,	(10)
where, signf is equal to . Furthermore, coefficient kp [s2/m] depends on pipe relative roughness /D and on the Reynolds number and energy friction losses under initial steady state conditions (Pezzinga, 2000). However, for high Reynolds numbers, the dependence on it tends to vanish.
The solution of Eqs. (8) to derive H and Q in the inner cross sections of a pipe is carried out through the method of the characteristics (Streeter et al. 1998). This requires the integration domain to be discretized with spatial step x and temporal step t. In particular, t has to take on the same value for all pipes, while respecting the Courant condition at each pipe cross section, that is:
,		(11)
where the characteristic line slopes
 and	(12)
.	(13)
are calculated considering pipe celerity c and the values of kp and signf in a pipe cross section at previous time ti.
Let us consider a pipe with length L (see spatial and temporal integration domain in Figure 1) and let us refer to the cross section at location xi. The characteristic lines will have the following equations:
	positive characteristic line (L+);	(14)
	negative characteristic line (L-);	(15)
where xiL and xiR are computational points to the left and to the right of xi, respectively.
The ordinary differential equations associated with the positive and negative characteristic lines that are to be solved at each node of the integration domain take on the following form:
,	(16)
where  and  are the values of qu and J evaluated along the positive characteristic line whereas  and  are the values of qu and J evaluated along the negative characteristic line. In order to obtain a second order accuracy, these values can be assessed through Heun’s predictor/corrector method (Ascher and Petzold, 1998).
Hi.L and Hi.R are obtained starting from the H values at previous time ti through cubic interpolation. In a similar way, Qi.L and Qi.R are obtained starting from the Q values at previous time ti through cubic interpolation. The solution of Eqs. (16) enables the values of head Hi,new and water discharge Qi,new to be obtained at location xi and at new time ti+t.
In order to obtain Hnew and Qnew at either end of a pipe, suitable boundary conditions have to prescribed. Specifically, in the case of a demand node, the two boundary conditions are the uniqueness of the head and the continuity equation. The latter considers nodal outflows evaluated as explained in the section entitled “Extended Period Simulation for WDN modelling” (Eq. 5). In the case of a source node, head H0 is assigned. At an end node, Eq. (16a) associated with the ending pipes and Eq. (16b) of the starting pipes have to be used in order to specify the boundary conditions (see Figure 1).
At each instant, the water discharge Qp in a pipe can be estimated as the average value of Q along the pipe. This value is then compared with the Qp value yielded by EPS.




The case study uses the skeletonized WDN (Figure 2) of the Sicilian town of Santa Maria di Licodia (Pezzinga, 2008). The network was chosen because of its size, which makes it a representative example of network district metering areas (DMAs).
The nodal features in terms of type, ground elevation and average demand are reported in Table 1. Network pipe data, including upstream and downstream nodes, length, x used for the discretization inside the method of the characteristics, diameter, equivalent roughness, thickness and Young’s module, are reported in Table 2.
The daily patterns of source heads and the demand multiplying coefficient for the network are reported with 1 sec time step in Figure 3, in graphs a) and b), respectively. Leakage was modelling using =0.5, which is a typical value for metal pipes (Cassa et al., 2010). Furthermore, leak was set to 1.7×10-7 m1.5/s in order to have a ratio of the rate of leakage to the total water volume input in the network equal to 47%, as in the real system. Nodal demands, which are mainly associated with indoor domestic use, were assumed to be always fully satisfied, i.e., Cuser(i,i)=1 in Eq. (6). Coefficient kp in Eq. (10), was set to 0.015, starting from the graphs in Pezzinga (2000) and considering an average relative roughness of 0.027 for the cast iron pipes of the network.
Preliminary simulation enabled nodal demand generation through the TDA and BUA approaches. In particular, as for TDA, the nodal demand trends were obtained by multiplying the nodal average demands in Table 1 by the time-varying coefficient in Figure 3b. As far as BUA is concerned, no smart metering data with ultra-high resolution were available for estimating the values of the pulse duration and intensity related parameters (T, T, Tmin, Tmax, I, I, Imin, Imax and ) in the network. Therefore, for the sake of simplification, it was assumed that the households connected to the WDN nodes generated demand pulses with similar duration and intensity characteristics to those recorded by Buchberger et al. (2003) in a group of 21 households in Milford, Ohio during one month (=49 s, =0.098 L/s, =103.4 s, =0.067 L/s, Tmin = 0 s, Imin = 0 L/s, Tmax = 1774 s, Imax = 0.5101 L/s and =0.33 – see Creaco et al., 2017). On the basis of the statistics reported above, the 9 parameters were estimated for the present case study through the method of the moments (Hall, 2004). The aforementioned simplification is considered fully justified in this context. In fact, the objective of this work is not to obtain statistically consistent pulses with those of the town selected, but rather to obtain realistic pulsed nodal demand to be used for WDN modelling in the context of BUA. Furthermore, various authors (e.g., Guercio et al. 2001; Creaco et al., 2016) noticed that pulse characteristics similar to those observed in the Milford households enable accurate residential demand reconstruction in different countries from the US.

Simulation framework
Following the generation of the nodal demands, runs were performed with the following models:
-	UFM with demands obtained through BUA;
-	EPS modelling with demands obtained through BUA (EPS1);
-	EPS modelling with demands obtained through TDA (EPS2).
Inside the simulation framework, the combination of UFM+BUA is the closest representation to the real WDN behaviour and thus is taken as benchmark. In fact, it consistently accounts for the pulsed nature of demand and of the demand pulse-related transients. Since transients are very small in the absence of pulsed demand in a network with no valves, such as that in Figure 2, UFM was not run in combination with TDA. Furthermore, UFM+TDA is associated with a very high computational overhead, similarly to that of UFM+BUA, but without providing a suitable representation of the real WDN behaviour.
In order to enable comparison of the results for UFM, EPS1 and EPS2, suitable processing of model data and results was performed. In particular, UFM was run only once with t=0.01 s using instantaneous pulsed nodal demands and source heads as input. As for the UFM results, the instantaneous nodal pressure heads h and pipe water discharges Qp were averaged over 14 aggregation time steps tagg=1, 2, 5, 10, 30, 60, 120, 180, 300, 450, 600, 900, 1,800 and 3,600 s. The values obtained by averaging h and Qp were indicated as hUFM and QUFM.
Then, 14 EPS1s were run, i.e., each with the time step equal to one of the tagg values. For an EPS1 run, the instantaneous pulsed demand (obtained at the time step of 1 sec through BUA) and source head trends were averaged temporally over the characteristic tagg. The results of the generic EPS were, per se, values of h and Qp averaged over the specific tagg. These values were indicated as hEPS1 and QEPS1.
Finally, 14 EPS2s were run, i.e., each with the time step equal to one of the tagg values. For the EPS2s, the instantaneous regular demands (i.e., without pulses and obtained through the TDA) were used. These were obtained by multiplying the generic nodal average demand by the time varying multiplying coefficient in Figure 3b. Since the latter coefficient is available at 1 sec time step, this enables obtaining, for each node and for each hour, 3,600 different values of instantaneous regular demand. For an EPS2 run, the instantaneous regular demands and source head trends were averaged over the specific tagg. The results of an EPS2 run were, per se, values of h and Qp averaged over the specific tagg. These values were indicated as hEPS2 and QEPS2.
The considerations made above on model data and results are summarized in Table 3.

Results
The application of the parameterization method described in the section entitled “Nodal demand assessment through generation of demand pulses” yielded the nodal values of  reported in Table 1. An intra-daily demand pattern with 1 sec resolution step, equal to the multiplying demand coefficient reported in Figure 3b, was assigned to each nodal value of .
By applying the pulse generation model, one 30-day-long nodal demand series with 1 s time step was obtained for each node. The duration of 30 days was chosen because it ensured good representativeness of the results in terms of nodal consumption volumes. The daily consumption volumes for the network nodes were then sorted to preserve a mutual lag-0 correlation equal to 1, in order to represent a similar behaviour for the inhabitants served by the WDN. The inverse cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the WDN daily consumption volume W obtained after sorting is reported in Figure 4a. The total demand trend over the first 7 days of the month is reported in Figure 4b. Due to the stochastic nature of the pulsed demand (obtained from BUA), this trend is much more irregular than that obtained through the traditional TDA, in which the average demand of the generic node is simply multiplied by the coefficient in Figure 3b. The fourth day reported in Figure 4b, which features W=1,583 m3, was chosen for the subsequent applications. The graph in Figure 4c) shows the total instantaneous pulsed demand obtained through BUA (used for the UFM run), the same demand aggregated over tagg= 1 h (used for one of the EPS1s), and the total instantaneous non-pulsed demand, as obtained through TDA, aggregated over tagg= 1 h (used for one of the EPS2s). The analysis of the graph highlights that, even when averaged over the whole network and over a large tagg, the demand obtained through BUA is still different from that obtained through the TDA, because of its stochastic nature.
The comparison of the results of EPS1 and EPS2 with those of UFM, which is considered to yield the best representation of the real WDN operation, is shown in the graphs in Figures 5, 6 and 7, respectively.
In particular, the graphs on the left of Figure 5 show the relationship between hUFM and hEPS1 obtained at all network nodes during the daily operation of the network, for tagg=5, 180, and 3,600 s. For small tagg values, the results of UFM and EPS1 in terms of pressure heads may differ considerably, as is the case for tagg=5 s (data points are far from the graph bisector). The differences become smaller when t increases. The graphs on the right of Figure 5 show the relationship between QUFM and QEPS1 obtained at all network pipes during the daily operation of the network, for tagg=5, 180, and 3,600 s. Unlike hUFM and hEPS1, QUFM and QEPS1 are always close (data points are close to the graph bisector for the three tagg values shown). Another remark from Figure 5 is that the ranges of pressure head and water discharge values decrease slightly with increasing tagg. This is more evident for water discharges QUFM and QEPS1, which range from about -0.022 m3/s to about 0.02 m3/s for tagg=5 s and from about -0.018 m3/s to about 0.018 m3/s for tagg=3,600 s.
Summing up the results shown in Figure 5, using EPS1 with short time steps (at the order of seconds) tends to produce errors in nodal pressure heads, compared to the time averaged results of the more consistent UFM. On the other hand, using EPS1 with long time steps (around 1 hour) may lead to marginally incorrect estimation of extreme nodal pressure head and water discharge values.
Figure 6 shows the relationship between hUFM and hEPS2 (graphs on the left) and between QUFM and QEPS2 (graphs on the right). Overall, the graphs indicate larger differences between UFM and EPS2 than those remarked between UFM and EPS1. This is more evident for the pipe water discharges, whose UFM and EPS1 values were almost identical in Figure 5 over all the three tagg values. The consideration made in Figure 5 about the decreasing ranges of pressure head and water discharge values as tagg increases also applies to Figure 6.
While Figures 5 and 6 provide a qualitative comparison over three selected tagg values, Figure 7 enables comparison of EPS1 and EPS2 with UFM for all time aggregation values. In fact, it reports the maximum and mean absolute errors in terms of nodal pressure heads, Ehmax [m] and Ehmean [m] respectively, and in terms of pipe water discharges, EQmax [m3/s] and EQmean [m3/s] respectively. In detail, the graphs in Figure 7, which consider all the 14 values of tagg (i.e., 1, 2, 5, 10, 30, 60, 120, 180, 300, 450, 600, 900, 1,800 and 3,600 s), show much larger errors for EPS2 than for EPS1. In fact, neglecting the stochastic nature of demand in EPS2 leads to larger errors than when the network operation is simulated as a succession of steady states (but still using the stochastic demand model BUA). As for EPS1, the errors tend to decrease up to tagg ≈ 120 s and then do not vary much at all. This happens because, for the network considered, averaging the results over time steps larger than or equal to tagg = 120 s enables sufficient dampening of hydraulic transients in the network. As for EPS2, apart from small oscillations, the errors always decrease with tagg increasing within the range of tagg values considered in the analysis. This happens because the averaging of the results over larger time steps tagg always causes the pronounced attenuation of the stochastic nature of demand and then brings the results of EPS2 closer to the time averaged results of UFM.

Sensitivity analysis on the parameters of BUA 
Further simulations were carried out to investigate the extent to which pulse parameters affect the comparison of UFM, EPS1 and EPS2.
In a new simulation, modified parameters were considered in order to generate pulses with similar duration and intensity characteristics to the typical modern households with 2-3 inhabitants in the Netherlands (=90 s, =0.075 L/s, =164.2 s, =0.054 L/s, Tmin = 0 s, Imin = 0 L/s, Tmax = 1774 s, Imax = 0.25 L/s and =0.07). These characteristics were determined through SIMDEUM (pulse generation model parameterized as a function of information derived from surveys, such as household occupants’ age and behavior, number and kind of household fixtures, see Blokker et al., 2010) by using the methodology described by Creaco et al. (2017). The nodal values of  obtained in this case are reported in the last column of Table 1.
A day with consumption volume W=1,592 m3 (close to that considered in the demand generation with the Milford parameters) was considered. In this case, due to the different pulse characteristics (larger duration, smaller intensity and smaller duration/intensity correlation), demand reconstruction led to a total demand trend with smaller oscillations than those obtained with the Milford-like pulses (see Figure 8). Subsequently, the same simulation framework (UFM, ESP1, EP2) as above was applied. Like in Figure 7, the graphs in Figure 9 were constructed to compare the results of EPS1 and EPS2 to UFM in terms of errors Ehmax [m], Ehmean [m] EQmax [m3/s] and EQmean [m3/s]. Overall, the same remarks as above still apply to the simulations performed with the new demand reconstruction. The only significant difference between Figures 7 and 9 lies in the fact that the error lines in Figure 9 are lower than those in Figure 7. This is due to the smaller demand oscillations in the new demand reconstruction, which bring the EPS1 and EPS2 results closer to the UFM results.
Another simulation was carried out with the Milford pulse parameters to assess the effects of the lag-0 correlation in the nodal daily consumption volumes. In fact, unlike the previous simulations considering a lag-0 correlation equal to 1, the new simulation considered a value equal to 0. In this case, a day with similar consumption volume (W=1,587 m3) was considered. Figure 8 shows that, in the case of lag-0 correlation equal to 0, demand reconstruction led to a total demand trend with similar oscillations to those obtained in the case of lag-0 correlation equal to 1. Like in Figures 7 and 9, the graphs in Figure 10 were constructed to compare the results of EPS1 and EPS2 to UFM in terms of errors Ehmax [m], Ehmean [m] EQmax [m3/s] and EQmean [m3/s]. Overall, the same remarks as above are valid in the new simulation. Furthermore, the size of the errors in the absence of lag-0 correlation.is similar to that in the graphs in Figure 7, which were obtained with lag-0 correlation equal to 1.

Discussion
In this work, the combination of UFM+BUA was considered as the closest representation of the behaviour of a WDN. The UFM used in this work was extensively validated in many experimental case studies, such as that reported in Appendix A, which is representative of the hydraulic transients caused by a pulse stop. While there is no doubt that UFM is better than EPS at reproducing WDN behaviour at small temporal steps under conditions of time varying demand, some caveats must be made about the practical application of BUA. In fact, though BUA still has not been thoroughly verified in the field, it has the undisputed advantage of considering the pulsed nature of demand, which is scientific evidence at fine time resolution (Buchberger et al., 2003; Blokker et al., 2010). Indeed, this aspect is fully neglected inside TDA. Furthermore, though BUA was not validated either on node or network level, the validity of the conclusions obtained in the present study, concerning both the superiority of EPS1 to EPS2 as well as the choice of the suitable time steps for applying EPS, is corroborated by the sensitivity analysis on the parameters of BUA (see previous section).

As for the application of the BUA to a certain DMA, fitted with smart meters at user connections, the parameterization of the pulse generation model (that is parameters  , , , , Tmin, Imin, Tmax, Imax and ) can be carried out at each node, as was described by Creaco et al. (2016) (see summary in the section entitled “Nodal demand assessment through generation of demand pulses”), in such a way as to best reproduce the demand properties at various temporal aggregation scales. The lag-0 correlation between each other node can also be estimated on the basis of the nodal daily demand volumes, which can also be easily derived if the DMA users are equipped with smart meters. The effectiveness of the parameterization can be verified by comparing the cumulative distribution of the network daily consumption volumes W (see Figure 4a) and the trend of network total demand (see Figure 4b) obtained starting from smart meters with those derived through BUA. Under conditions of uniform characteristics of consumption, as was assumed in the calculations of this paper, single values of parameters , , , , Tmin, Imin, Tmax, Imax,  and lag-0 correlation can be adopted for the whole DMA. Parameter , instead, takes on a different value for each node, which can be calculated based on the average nodal demand  (see eq. 2).
Although the comparison with field data is opportune for a proper validation of the proposed approach, the analysis carried out highlights that BUA, which is based on the observed pulsed nature of demand, coupled with UFM, gives results which differ from those of the classic TDA approach coupled with EPS. Obviously the more complex nature of the demand requires a more complex parameterization, for which the information usually available from network measured data could be insufficient. For this reason, part of the parameters were estimated in an approximate but reasonable way. However, the increasing adoption of smart meters in network practice will increase the available field information and will then reduce the need of assumptions in BUA parameterization.

Conclusions
In this work, the bottom-up (BUA) and down-top (DTA) demand modelling approaches were analysed and their effects on WDN hydraulic modelling were compared. In the applications, two different types of modelling, namely the unsteady flow modelling (UFM) and the extended period simulation (EPS), were applied to simulate the daily operation of the skeletonized model of a real WDN, the size of which is representative of a typical DMA.
In particular, an UFM run was performed with a small time step and using the instantaneous pulsed demands (obtained through BUA) assigned to network nodes. Though being associated with a computational overhead unsuitable for getting results in real time, this run can be considered a benchmark, due to its accurate representativeness of the real operation of the WDN. EPS, which is the standard simulation approach due to its computational efficiency, was run with various time steps and in two variants: (1) EPS1 – with nodal demands obtained through BUA, and (2) EPS2 – with nodal demands obtained through TDA. In order to compare EPS1 and EPS2 with UFM, the results of UFM were averaged temporally over different aggregation time steps to correspond to the particular EPS run.
The results showed that modelling WDN dynamic behavior as a succession of steady states (as in EPS) with stochastic (pulsed) demands obtained through BUA produces smaller errors than when TDA is used to estimate demand. If TDA is used with EPS, large temporal steps (up to 1 hour in the case study) have to be used in order to reduce the nodal pressure head and water discharge errors, in comparison with UFM. If the pulsed demand is used instead, smaller temporal steps (around 2 min in the case study) are sufficient to ensure dampening of hydraulic transients in the WDN and for EPS results to approach those of UFM.
A sensitivity analysis carried out on pulse parameters showed that the adoption of different parameter values leads to similar remarks as for the qualitative comparison between EPS and UFM. However, if the demand trend reconstructed in BUA is more regular, the size of the errors of EPS compared to UFM is smaller.
Overall, the results of the paper encourage the use of BUA for demand reconstruction to get more realistic results by WDN modelling. For this to be achieved in practice, advantage can be taken of smart meters installed at customer connections, which will enable real-time parameterization of such demand models as the pulse generation models considered in this work. Though indispensable for getting correct results at low temporal steps, UFM is not recommended for use for real-time modelling due to its computational burden. Therefore, the best trade-off between consistency of results and computational burden is offered by the EPS+BUA approach, which performs well with the temporal steps of the order of minutes, typically used for data acquisition through smart meters.




UFM was validated on the results of laboratory experiments under unsteady flow conditions. In particular, the experiments performed by Pezzinga (1999) on various network configurations were considered. As an example, one of the experiment was performed on the network shown in Figure 11a, made up of 4 unknown head nodes, 1 source node with fixed head of 0 m and 5 pipes with D = 53.2 mm, s = 3.35 mm, E = 2.06×1011 Pa and Colebrook-White roughness of 0.11 mm. In eq. (10), coefficient kp was set to 0.0015, starting from the graphs in Pezzinga (2000) and considering an average relative roughness /D=0.002 for the pipes of the network.
At the initial instant, demands were 0 at all nodes but node 1 which featured an inflow of 0.5926 L/s. Unsteady flow was generated by reducing to 0 the inflow in 0.04 s. This flow can be considered to be representative of a pulse stop. The head at node 1 was then measured for a duration of 4 s.
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Table 1. Network nodes: type, ground elevation, average demand  and pulse arrival rate .
ID	node kind	ground elevation		(Milford)	(Netherlands)





















































































Table 3. Summary of the simulation framework.
data	pre-processing	modelling	results	post-processing
pulsed demand (BUA) andinstantaneous source head	/	UFM(unsteady flow modelling)	instantaneous nodal pressure heads and pipe water discharges	time averaging of results in time step t and time averaging of pipe water discharges
pulsed demand (BUA) andinstantaneous source head	time averaging of data in time step t 	EPS1(extended period simulation-variant 1)	time averaged nodal pressure heads and pipe water discharges	/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